The Executive Secretary to the CONTRACTING PARTIES to the General Agreement on Tariffs and Trade presents his compliments and has the honour to advise that a protocol of supplementary concessions to the General Agreement embodying the results of the 1956 Tariff Conference will be prepared for publication in the month of May. One certified true copy of the protocol will be sent to the Ministry of Foreign Affairs of each contracting party.

In addition to the certified true copy thus forwarded, the secretariat will undertake the preparation of photo-offset copies of the protocol and the annexed schedules in separate English and French volumes. These volumes will be available to contracting parties at cost price. In order to enable the Executive Secretary to determine the quantity of English and French volumes to be printed it would be appreciated if contracting parties could place definite orders with him not later than 10 May 1956 of the number of copies they will require (see attached order form). The price of each volume will be approximately $1.25 (5 Swiss francs). The order to the printer will be based on the information received from governments before 10 May; additional copies ordered after 10 May will have to be printed separately and the price will naturally be higher than for the original issue.
1956 TARIFF CONFERENCE

ORDER FORM

PROTOCOL OF SUPPLEMENTARY CONCESSIONS

The Government of ____________ wishes to order
_________ English and _______ French copies of the Protocol of Supple-
mentary Concessions to be published in May 1956.

The copies of the Protocol should be addressed to: ____________________

__________________________

They should be sent: __________ by surface mail
__________________________

by air freight to the above address.

The bill for the cost of the copies of the Protocol (and for the air freight
charges *) should be sent to: ____________________

__________________________

Date: __________ Signature ____________________

Signature ____________________ (in block letters)

* If applicable

Note: Orders placed with the secretariat after 10 May 1956 cannot be filled
immediately; they will require a reprinting of the publication resulting
necessarily in a higher sales price.